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Hydromagnetic stability of the interface between a gas stream 
and a liquid 

B. K. SHIV AMOGGI (CANBERRA) 

AN INVESTIGATION is made of the inertial effects of the gas motion upon the stability charac
teristics of the wave motion at the interface between a gas stream and a conducting liquid in 
a uniform magne tic field. The analysis considers a body force directed towards the liquid, and 
the effects of the surface tension of the liquid. First the case with the applied magnetic field 
parallel to the direction of streaming is considered. For a subsonic gas flow, the inertial effects of the 
gas motion are found to lead to overstability of the wave motion at the interface, and the magnetic 
field, if sufficiently strong, will eliminate the instability. For a supersonic gas flow, the inertial 
effects of the gas motion are found to worsen the instability of the wave motion of the interface, 
and the magnetic field, however strong, will not eliminate the instability. Next, the case with 
the applied magnetic field transverse to the direction of streaming is considered, both of the 
fluids now being taken to be perfectly conducting. For a subsonic gas flow, the magnetic field 
is found to reduce the instability of the wave motion at the interface, but will not eliminate it. 
For a supersonic gas flow, the magnetic field is found to worsen the instability of the wave 
motion at the interface. 

Zbadano wplyw efekt6w wewn~trznych ruchu gazu na cechy stabilnosci ruchu falowego na 
powierzchni pomi~dzy strumieniem gazu i ciecZ<l przewodz(lCCl w jednorodnym polu magne
tycznym. Analiza uwzgl~dnia sily masowe skierowane w stron~ cieczy i efekty napi~c powierzch
niowych cieczy. Rozwazono najpierw przypadek z polem magnetycznym przyloi:onym r6wno
legle do kierunku przeplywu. Dla przeplywu poddiwi~kowego gazu efekty inercji ruchu gazu 
wplywaj(l na stabilizacj~ ruchu falowego na powierzchni oddzielaj~cej, a pole magnetyczne, 
jezeli jest dostatecznie silne, moi:e wyeliminowa¢ niestabilnosc. Dla orzenlvwu nonadd:twi~ko
wego gazu efekty inercji I?o~a~szaj(l ~es!abilnosc ruchu falowego na powierzchni oddzielaj(lceJ, 
a pole magnetyczne, choq~?; Sllne, me eh!rtinuje niestabilnosci. Nast~pnie rozwai:ono przypadek 
z polem magnetycznym poprzecznym do l}ierunku przeplywu, przyjmuj(lc obydwa plyny jako 
idealnie przewo~ce. Dla przeplywu poddiwi~kowego gazu stwierdzono, i:e pole magnetyczne 
redukuje niestabilnosc ruchu falowego na powierzchni oddzielaj(lcej ale jej nie eliminuje. Dla 
przeplywu poddiwi~kowego pole magnetyczne pogarsza niestabilnosc ruchu falowego na po
wierzchni oddzielaj(lcej. 

HccJiegoaaHo amuiHHe BHYTpeHHHX 3<P<PeKTOB gBH>KeHHH rasa Ha caoiicraa ycroHq}fBOCTH 
BOJIHOBOrO gBH>KeHHH Ha IIOBepXHOCTH Me>Kgy IIOTOKOM rasa H IIpOBOgHme:ii >KHgKOCThlO 
B ogHopogHoM MarHHTHOM rroJie. AHaJIHS yq}fTbiBaeT MaccoBhie CHJihi HanpaBJieHHbie B cTo
poHy >KHgKOCTH H 3<P<PeKThi rroaepXHOCTHhiX HanpH>KeHHH >KHgKOCTH. PaccMoTpeH cHal!aJia 
CJiyqaH C MarHHTHbiM IIOJieM, IIpHJIO>KeHHbiM napaJIJieJibHO HanpaBJieHHIO Tel!eHHH. ,UJIH 
gOSByKOBOrO TelleHHH rasa 3cPcPeKThi HHepQHH gBH>KeHHH rasa BJIHHIOT Ha yCTOHliHBOCTh 
BOJIHOBOrO gBH>KeHHH Ha pasgeJIHIOIQeH IIOBepXHOCTH, a MarHHTHOe IIOJie, eCJIH OHO gocra
TOliHO CHJihHOe, MO>KeT HCKJIIOliHTb HeyCTOHliHBOCTh. ,UJIH CBepXSBYKOBOrO Tel!eHHH rasa 
3cPcPeKTbi HHepQHH yxygrnaiOT HeycTOMliHBOCTb BOJIHOBOrO gBH>KeHHH Ha pasgeJIHIOmeH: 
IIOBepXHOCTH, a MarHHTHOe IIOJie, XOTH CHJihHOe, He HCKJIIOl!aeT HeyCTOHqlfBOCTH. 3aTeM pac
CMOTpeH CJiyqaji C MarHHTHbiM IIOJieM IIOIIepel!HbiM HanpaBJieHHIO TelleHHH, IIpHHHMaH o6e 
>KHgKOCTH KaK HgeaJihHO IIpOBOgHIQHe. ,UJIH goSBYKOBOrO Tel!eHHH rasa KOHCTaTHpOBaHO, 
liTO MarHHTHOe IIOJie yMeHbiiiaeT HeyCTOHqlfBOCTh BOJIHOBOrO gBH>KeHHH Ha pasgeJIHIOIQeH 
IIOBepXHOCTH, HO He HCKJIIOllaeT ee. ,UJIH goSBYKOBOrO Tel!eHHH MarHHTHOe IIOJie yxygrnaeT 
HeyCTOHliHBOCTb BOJIHOBOrO gBH>KeHHH Ha pasgeJIHIOmeH: IIOBepXHOCTH. 
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1. Introduction 

CHAN'G and RussEL [3] made a study of the stability characteristics of the wave motion 
at the interface between a liquid layer and a gas stream adj~cent to, it and found that the 
nature of the waves generated at the i~terface depends markedly on the state of flow of the 
gas. For supersonic gas flow, the gas pressure at the interface is out of phase with the 
surface tension so that a purely oscillatory constant-amplitude motion of the interface 
is not possible. For a subsonic gas flow, however, the stabilising effect of the surface tension 
gives rise to cut-off frequencies. BuTI et a/. [1] extended this analysis to the case wherein 
the two fluids are electrically conducting and are subject to a uniform magnetic field. 
For the case with the applied magnetic parallel to the qirection of streaming, BuTI et a/; 
[1] found that even the nature of the effect of the magnetic field on the stability of the 
wave motion at the interface depends markedly on whether the gas flow is subsonic and 
supersonic. In the present paper the latter result is shown to be true also for the case with 
the applied magnetic field transverse to the direction of streaming. Both CHANG and 
RussELL [3], and BuTI et a/. [1] ignored the inertial effects · of the gas motion~ Since the 
latter become important for waves with speeds of propagation comparable with the gas 
speed, the present paper incorporates them and extends the previous calculations. 

2 .. The case with a uniform magnetic field parallel to the direction of streaming 

Consider the wave motion at the . interface between a nonconducting gas stream and 
a perfectly conducting liquid in a uniform magnetic field H' parallel to the interface (see 
Fig. 1). The following analysis considers a body force g' directed towards the liquid, 

v' 

H' 

FIG. 1. 

and the effects of the surface tension T' of the liquid. The liquid is assumed to be initially 
quiescent and of infinite depth whose mean level of contact with gas flowing past it is 
the plane y = 0, (see Fig. 1). Both the liquid and the gas are assumed to be inviscid and 
the effects of the viscous boundary layer at the interface are ignored. If the motion of the 
whole system is supposed to start from rest, it may be assumed to be irrotational. If a typical 
interfacial disturbance is characterised by a sinusoidal travelling wave with an amplitude 
a' and wavelength A', (the primes denote dimensional quantities), then all the quantities 
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in the following are nondimensionalised with respect to a reference length A.' f2n, a time 

(A.' f2ng) 112
, and the inertial effects of the gas motion are characterised by the ratio of the 

wave speed to the gas speed. The gas density e; is small so that the corresponding body 

force is negligible. The potential function of the motions of the liquid and the gas are 

taken to be, respectively, 

( 
).' )3/2 

(g')1J2 2n cp(x' y' t) 

( ;~ ) V'[x+cf>(x, y, 1)). 

(2.1) and 

The latter are governed by the following linearised equations: 

(2.2) Y = 'YJ:CfJxx+({Jyy = 0, 

(2.3) Y > 'YJ:4Jyy-(M2 -1)4Jxx-M2 (2d4Jxr+d 24Jtt) = 0, 

where 
U'2 

M2 = - ,2-
c 

d = ( A.'g' )
112

_1_ "' wave speed ~ 1, 
2n U' gasspeed 

c' denotes the speed of sound in the gas, V' the ambient gas velocity, and y = 'YJ(X, t) 

the disturbed shape of the interface. 
If h' is the perturbation in the magnetic field, one has 

(2.4) Y < 'YJ: h; = .H'C[Jxx• 

One has the following linearised boundary conditions at the interface: 

(i) kinematic condition: 

(2.5) y = 0: C[Jy = 'YJn 

(2.6) 4JY = d'Y]r+'Y}x; 

(ii) dynamic condition: 

(2.7) y = 0: 

where 

( 
2n )

2 
T' 

7 e;q'' 

c; = - 24>x- 2~4>n 

e' being the mass density, and the subscripts I and g refer to the liquid and the gas, respect

ively. 
The infinity conditions are 

(2.8) y => - 00 : ({Jy => 0 

and if the gas flow is subsonic, 

(2.9) y => 00: 4>y => 0. 

2* 
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2.1. Subsonic gas flow 

Since we are looking for travelling waves, introduce 

(2.10) ~ = x-ct 

so that Eqs. (2.2)-(2.9) become 

(2.11) y < 0: q;u+q;yy = 0, 

(2.12) y ·> 0: 4>n+Yf<l>u = 0, 

(2.13) y = 0: q;7 ~··--cru, 

(2.14) l/Jy = (1- c'Jc)ru, 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

where 

Let 

y=>-oo: 

y=>+oo: 

(/Jy => 0, 

lf>v => 0, 

yi = mi + 2c'JcM2
, 

mi =1-M2
, 

H'2 
N 2- - --:--

= 4ne; U' 2 • 

(,2.18) 'fJ = A cos ~ , 

B. K. SmvAMOGGI 

- A being an arbitrary constant; then from Eqs. (Z.ll )-(2.14), (2.16) and (2.17), one obtains 

(2.19) q; = Ace sin~. 

(2.20) 4> = ~ (1- c'Jc)e-YtYsin~. 
Y1 

Using Eqs. (2.18)-(2.20) in Eq. (2.15), one obtains the dispersion relation 

(2.21) c2 + ku(l- c'Jc)
2 

- (k2 + 1 +N2 ) = 0. 
Y1 · 

Fo~ (J => 0, this reduces to what was reduced by Bun et a/. [I] in the proper limit. 
Recalling that (J ~ 1, Eq. (2.21) gives 

(2.22) 

It is obvious that the inertial effects of the gas motion ( (J =1= 0) lead to overstability (CHAN
DRASEKHAR [2], Chapter 1). Also: note that if the applied magnetic field is sufficiently 
strong, it will eliminate the instability. 

The cut-off wavenumbers correspond to 

(2.23) 
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Thus there are two cut-off wavenumbers, and all disturbances with wavenumbers above 
or below these value propagate without growth or decay. Note that the effect of the applied 
magnetic field is. to reduce kc

2 
and increase kc

1
, i.e. to narrow the unstable window

further indication of the stabilising nature of the applied magnetic field. 

2.2. Supersonic gas flow 

Introducing 

(2.10) 

again, the system (2.2)-(2.8) becomes 

(2.24) y < 0: 

(2.25) y > 0: 

(2.26) y = 0: 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

cp~~ +cpyy = 0, 

cjJyy-y~c/>~t; = 0, 

(/Jy = -C'Yjt;, 

cjJy = (I- dc)'YJt;, 

(2.29) y => -00: (/Jy => 0, 

where 

Let, 

(2.30) 

~ = x-ct, 

then from Eqs. (2.24)-(2.27), (2.29), one obtains 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 4> = - _0_ (1- dc)ei</;-ylY>. 
Y2 

Using Eqs. (2.30)-(2.32) in Eq. (2.28), one obtains the dispersion relation 

(2.33) 2 ika(1- dc)2 (k2 1 N2) - 0 c+ - ++ -. 
Y2 

For d => 0, this reduces to that deduced by Bun et a!. [1], in the proper limit. 
Recalling that d ~ 1, Eq. (2.33) gives 

(2.34) 

It is seen that the physical condition is always one of instability, regardless of the presence 
of surface tension and the applied magnetic field. The inertial effects of the gas motion 
worsen this instability. 
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3. The case with a uniform magnetic field transverse to the direction of streaming 

Consider the previous model with both of the fluids perfectly conducting this time, 
and an applied magnetic field along the z-direction. FEJER [4] found from consideration 
of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of a compressible plasma in a transverse magnetic 

field that the effect of the latter is to increase the sound speed from c2 to ( c2 + N 2
). Thus, 

for a subsonic gas-flow the dispersion relation, from Eq. (2.22), gives 

(3.1) 

where 

Clearly the transverse magnetic field reduces the instability of the wave motion at the 
interface, but will not eliminate it, for a subsonic gas-flow. 

For a supersonic gas-flow the dispersion relation, from Eq. (2.34), gives 

(3.2) c = 2ik:~ (M*2- 2) ± -. ~~;; ~-=- ik~- , 
m2 ~ m2 

where 

mi2 = M*2-I. 

Clearly the transverse magnetic field worsens the Instability of 'the wave motion at the 
· interface for a supersonic gas-flow. 
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